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Seksjon 1

1 OPPGAVE

EN-104 18/12-2015
Course code: EN-104
Course name: INTRODUCTION TO AMERICAN LITERATURE AND CULTURE
Date:
18.12.2015
Duration:
Four (4) hour exam
Resources allowed:
You may use an English / English dictionary or thesaurus.
Notes:
Please, be sure to clearly indicate which of the essay assignments you are doing.
-----------------------------
Sometimes professors ask for exam answers that can be used for teaching purposes, but in order
for this to take place, the university needs your consent.
Do you grant the University of Agder permission to use your exam answer for teaching purposes?

Yes
No
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2 OPPGAVE

EN-104 18/12-2015 Exam questions
Instructions: Write an essay in response to one (1) of the three (3) topics below. You must
clearly indicate which to the topics you are writing about; you may also provide a title for
your essay, if you wish.
Topic A:
Narrative Voice, Realism and  Modernism
Many of the important novels, short stories, and plays in the literature of the United States are
considered as Realist fiction. However, a great many of them also contain some characteristics of
Modernism. Discuss in detail at least two Twentieth Century works that have Modernist
characteristics. Be sure to define Realism and Modernism and do be specific in explaining which
traits you believe demonstrate a shift toward Modernism.
Topic B:
Women’s voices and language.
Sarah Orne Jewett's “The White Heron,” Leslie Marmon Silko's “Lullaby,” and Gloria Anzaldúa’s
“How to Tame a Wild Tongue” have all focused on either a regional and / or ethnic identity to a
certain degree. In your essay, discuss at least two (2) of the above-mentioned stories. How do they
illustrate the region they come from and / or the ethnicity to which they belong in their respective
short stories? To what degree is autobiographical detail relevant in their respective works? How is
language a factor? Conclude by stating why you believe this kind of writing is-or is not-important
for America today.
Topic C:
Yunior, the primary narrator in The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao, digs deeply into the Oscar’s
family’s past to tell his story. This story also requires Díaz to present broader cultural (including
popular culture), historical and political references and insights that contribute to the reader’s
understanding of Oscar, “America,” and “the Americas.” Write an essay that discusses Junot
Díaz’s emphasis on history, family history, and contemporary culture to tell the story. Do you
believe it is successful? Why or why not? Feel free to integrate other course syllabus texts into
your response.

Write your answer here:

BESVARELSE

Topic A: Narrative voice, Realism and Modernism

Introduction
Throughout history, there has been different waves of what to express and how to express it. Writers have

acted and reacted upon events, changes, others' writings, etc, and in this way brought the "wave"/movement
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in different directions. In the second half of the 19th century, writers were concerned with truthful replication of

reality, often with the ordinary in focus. The characters are described in their complexity, often at the expense

of a good plot. We see them in their relationship to others, themselves, their past, nature and to their social

class. The places described are real places and the dialogue is vernacular (everyday speech) and reflects

the characters' real dialects, showing where they come from geographically and socially. Due to the goal/

standard of versimilitude (being or appearing to be true), one trait is that the story, as it is told, might very well

have happened in real life, hence the label "Realism".

With the development of new technologies, e.g. the camera, which rose the question what a painter's job was

now that technology had taken over the task of reproducing and capturing something to the screen, and the

two world wars that left Europe torn in pieces and America disillusioned, artists became occupied with how to

put the pieces together again. Modernism is characterized by destabilization and fragmentation. Truth

became relative and changing according to its conditions, and thus reality was not something everybody

could agree upon, but rather something very subjective that was to be made. From all the fragments one

could and should create new meaning. Whereas Realism is concerned with what we see, Modernism is

preoccupied with how we see (Dougherty).

The Great Gatsby
F. Scott Fitzgerald's "The Great Gatsby" is in many ways a mixture of Realism and Modernism. It is set in the

1920s' New York and suburb (West Egg and East Egg) and tells the story of Jay Gatsby, seen through

narrator Nick's eyes. Nick pays attention to many details (e.g. Wolfshiem's buttons made of molars) and

describes real places and people who could have been real and who could have experienced this story. Their

dialogue is realistic, vernacular and according to their social class. Also, there is use of and description of

contemporary technology (as the car, the telephone, telegram). So far the Realist traits.

Nick is sometimes an unreliable narrator. He starts out his tale about Jay Gatsby by claiming that he is

brought up never to judge, but he is nevertheless quite biased in his account of the events. He draws a

sympathic picture of Gatsby, for instance, while it seems that he is quite upset with Daisy's and Tom's

reaction to the murder(s) - they seem indifferent to him. He has a comment on how rich people do not care

about anything than themselves. In addition, he does not always give the information in chronological order,

e.g. when he admits that Gatsby told him something about his past much later. This subjectivity is an

example of how Nick, looking back, creates this story or this reality based upon how he sees it. He is not

really preoccupied by telling the story as truthful as possible (as would be his aim if this were purely realistic

writing), rather, his account is more a try to present Gatsby in the best light possible.

There are some other Modernist traits as well, for example use of stream of consciousness and use of

symbols. Whereas Realism does not come with comments or judgements, only sticks to the facts, Modernism

does not have this restraint. Nick tells his story and is at the same time part of the story. He reveals for

example that he did not want to meet Tom's mistress. Another example is a section where his writing is

characterized by stream of consciousness. His thoughts or his account is "all over the place", giving a

simultation of his drunk state. This could of course count as a realistic replication of his state of mind, but

given the fact that he is telling a story, I would count it a modernistic trait.

Some of the symbols in the story could be the green light, that Gatsy looks at, representing hope and the

Valley of Ashes, representing death, depression or the road to moral decay. Another symbol could be the
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billboard with Dr. Eckleberg's eye (the last symbolizing the eye of God, and the billboard advertisement as

symbol for capitalism). Point being, there is possibility to read much into the story, to see behind the pictures

and the words, which is not done in Realism.

The Death of a Salesman
Arthur Miller's play "The Death of a Salesman" treats the issue of family relationships. We follow the Loman

family through the last 24 hours of Willy Loman's life. He is an "everyday hero"; although he wants to be

great, he is not, he is just a normal man in the street. Throughout the play, we get to know this rather

dysfunctional family and their struggles with themselves, each other and the past. They are shown in their

complexity in these relationships, which, as we have seen, is a trait of Realism. Although it is never

articulated in the play as an issue, the dialect spoken reveals them being Jewish. Like in Fitzgerald's Gatsby,

there is use and mention of technology, like the fridge that always breaks down, the car which is Willy's

means of transportation, and the voice recorder (that you ought to have, according to Willy's boss - a

comment on modern consumerism).

The most striking Modernist trait is the use of time, or maybe rather the distortion of time. Willy is caught up in

memories, so sometimes it is hard for him to keep the present and the past apart. This is marked or

symbolized by shift from the house to the outside and by the woman laughing and his dead older brother Ben

"visiting". In addition the restraint of the physical is sometimes set aside, as we see by Willy's going through

walls. This surrealistic trait is part of Modernism.

The Modernist emphasis on the inner self and consciousness is present as well. The most obvious is the

focus on Willy and his (mis)perception of things, e.g. the dialogues with Ben. Willy has a feeling of failure,

that he has failed as a father and at being successful, and the only one he knows that was successful and

that also was a father figure to him is Ben, so he turns to him for help, even though this only is in his mind.

The muttering makes others think him insane, his son Biff is for instance embarrassed because of him at the

restaurant.

Along these lines goes the Modernist theme of finding oneself. Biff tries to break out of Willy's expectations

and idea of success imposed on him, wanting to be free to be himself. He does not want to live on "hot air"

anymore, but find, know and live his own truth. In the end he says that he knows who he is and this seems to

be a relief to him.

Conclusion
With Modernism, there is a shift from objective replication of truth to a subjective creation of truth. Although

Fitzgerald and Miller wrote quite realistic, meaning that the story could have happened, there are Modernist

traits as well, enabling them to treat the matter in a different way than if purely realistic. Their stories leave to

the reader/the audience to make up their mind what is true and what to make out of it and thus involving the

reader/the audience in the creation of the story.
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